Rotosteam steam cover
“Lightweight steam foil and accessories”

• Lightweight
• Easy to move
• Less bulging
• Lies steady on the ground
• Guaranteed life-time of 200 hours
• Thickness of 0.15 mm
• Each size available

Rotosteam foil

The weight of the steam foil determines to a large extent the physical demands of
the steam work. Since 1987 Brinkman provides the ROTOSTEAM steam foil. The
most striking advantage of this steam foil is the weight which is only 150 grams
per square meter. This is about one third of a PVC steam foil. ROTOSTEAM is very
tough, so that there is a little chance of stretching. Because of this, the condensation
and energy losses are minimal and the steam foil stays in position better.

Steam insulation foil PH 98-FP(Fire Protected)

The steam insulation foil, on one side black and on the other aluminum, provides an
efficient higher soil temperature during the steaming of 11%. It is possible to prevent
10-15%. With the same amount of energy, there is more heat in the soil. Also it
gives the employees which are working in the vicinity of the steam foil better working
conditions.

The heat water hoses

The lightweight steam hose is a labour-friendly alternative for the heavy steam
chains and steam bags. The rubber steam hose is made from

a black rubber inner
tube with a diameter of 125 mm. The hose when filled with approximately 10 liters
of water per meter can easily be rolled up after use.
The Brinkman steam hose is available in the exact desired length.
Article number: 954004530

Warning: Do not wind the steam hose between the steam foil while the steam hose is still hot
Steam foil reel

To reduce the load of winding the steam foil Brinkman provides a steam foil reel. The
electrically powered steam foil reel is designed to unwind and rewind the steam foil. This
steam foil reel is suitable for steam foils in a span width of: 6.40, 8.00 and 9.60 meters.
Steam foil reel 9.60 meter 				
Steam foil reel 8.00 meter 				
Steam foil reel 6.40 meter 				

Article number: 954 004 876
Article number: 954 004 868
Article number: 954 004 851

This version has additional drives to simultaneously rewind the steam hoses

Repair kit rubber steam hose

The steam hose is easy to repair by yourself with this repair kit. This set includes a can of glue, a
bottle of hardener and one meter of rubber hose.
Article number: 954 004 515

Steam bags

Green nylon steam bags that can be filled with a heavy material. Size 100x13 cm. Packing 350
pieces per box. Article number. 954 004 132

Steam bags with handle

Made of strong woven materials which can be stuffed with sand or stones. Packed per 25
pieces. These bags have a diameter of 140mm. Article number. 954 004 294

Steam chains

Chain with round links which are not sharp.
Length approx. 100cm, weight 10 kg.
Article number 954004957
For more information about steam foil, please contact your Brinkman Area Managers or Royal Brinkman International
Tel: +31 174 446 100.
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